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Abstract 
A process oriented intrusion detection algorithm based on Probabilistic Automaton with No Final probabilities 
(NFPA) is introduced, system call sequence of process is used as the source data. By using information in system call 
sequence of normal process and system call sequence of anomaly process, the anomaly detection and the misuse 
detection are efficiently combined. Experiments show better performance of our algorithm compared to the classical 
algorithm in this field. 
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1. Introduction 
Process-oriented intrusion detection algorithm is always a research focus. Former researches point 
out that sequence of system calls can essentially reflect the behavior of process in the kernel of operation 
system and has been used in many intrusion detection models. Researches by Forrest [1] and Kosoresow 
[2] indicate that the length of sequence of system calls (hereinafter called executing trace) of the same 
program in different execution may be different, but the fixed-length segment of  system calls shows 
considerable stability, short sequence of system calls generated by different program shows considerable 
difference. The short sequence of system call can be used to describe action model of a process. Many 
intrusion detection algorithms have been proposed based on this fact, but in these algorithms either only 
the normal action mode or only the anomaly action mode of the process is used. In order to fully integrate 
information in the normal process and the anomaly process, the NFPA (Probabilistic Automaton with No 
Final probabilities) is used to describe the executing trace of a process and an intrusion detection 
algorithm combining the ideas of misuse detection and anomaly detection is proposed in this paper.  
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2. Definition of NFPA 
Let  be a set of characters a semi-distribution on *  is defined as a mapping *: [0,1]
where * ( ) 1u u  
The language supported by the semi-distribution  on *  is defined as *{ | ( ) 0}L u u . if  
the semi-distribution  on *  satisfies * ( ) 1u u then  is called a distribution  or a 
probabilistic language.  
It can be proved that for any n NFPA can be defined as a distribution on n  [3]. Let  be the 
set of system calls NFPA can be used to describe the distribution pattern of the fixed-length sequence of 
system calls in the executing trace of a process. We call the system call as “character” and call short 
sequence of system calls as “character string” for the sake of brevity. Analysis on the executing trace of 
processes shows that there are many differences in the distribution pattern of the character strings in 
normal processes and anomaly processes, some character strings appear in the executing trace of anomaly 
process with a higher probability than in the executing trace of anomaly process, some character strings 
only appear in the executing trace of anomaly process, moreover, the transition probability of the 
character strings shows many differences between the normal process and the anomaly process. We 
define the state of NFPA as the character string with a fixed-length T,  given T the NFPA describing the 
normal process and the NFPA describing the anomaly process share the same state space T , and 
differences in the distribution pattern of the two type of character strings can be reflected be transition 
probability function. We define two transition probability functions on the NFPA, one to describe the 
normal process and the other to describe the anomaly process, and then our NFPA can be defined as  
{ , , , , }A Q I  4.9  
where  
—set of characters (system calls), the  is introduced to describe the “null system call”; 
 Q—set of states, TQ , the state is defined as character string on  of length  T and can be 
generated using a sliding window of length T  on the executing trace in the training data set; 
—transition probability function of the normal process; 
 —transition probability function of the anomaly process; 
I — I (T sequential ) the only initial state in the model, in other word, the initial 
probability of  I is 1 and the initial probability of other states is 0. 
3.  NFPA Training Algorithm 
Let trDS  be the training data set, constituted by the executing traces of processes. 
tr tr trDS DS DS , where trDS  is the executing traces of normal processes and trDS  is the executing 
traces of anomaly processes. At the beginning of training, there is only one state I in the model. During 
the training a sliding window of length T is used to intercept character string from trDS  and trDS , the 
states and transition probability between states is then obtained step by step. Two basic operations are 
used in the model training: ()next  and ()lshift , which can be defined as following: 
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()next —Let *Y  be a character string in trDS , ( )next Y  returns the heading character ofY , and 
replace Y with remaining characters of Y  without the heading character; 
()lshift — ( , )lshift Y a , left shift Y  with one character, and put a  at the end of shiftedY . 
The following symbols are introduced: 
( )N q , ( )N q —the number of state q in trDS  and trDS  separately; 
( ', )N q q ——the number of transition from state 'q  to state q  during training using trDS ; 
( ', )N q q ——the number of transition from state 'q  to state q  during training using trDS ; 
 _ ( ', )trans char q q —the transition character from state  'q  to state q . 
The training of our model takes three steps, firstly, training using trDS , secondly, training using trDS , 
lastly, computing the transition probability functions: 
Training using trDS , a sliding window of length T is used on trDS  to intercept character string as 
current state q, and the transition character between state q  and the last state 'q  is recorded, if q appears 
in the current state set Q then ( )N q  and ( ', )N q q  is added by1, otherwise, put q in Q and set ( )N q  
and ( ', )N q q  to 1; 
Training using trDS , a sliding window of length T is used on trDS  to intercept character string as 
current state q, and the transition character between state q  and the last state 'q  is recorded, if q appears 
in the current state set Q then ( )N q  and ( ', )N q q  is added by1, otherwise, put q in Q and set ( )N q  
and ( ', )N q q  to 1; 
Computing the transition probability functions:  
( ', _ ( ', ), ) ( ', ) / ( )
( ', _ ( ', ), ) ( ', ) / ( )
q trans char q q q N q q N q
q trans char q q q N q q N q
 
4. NFPA Detecting Algorithm 
Let teDS  be the executing trace of processes to be detected, for teY DS , using ()next  and ()lshift  
defined above to intercept character strings of length T fromY , the state sequence of Y is obtained and 
can be denoted as 0 1, , , ,
Y Y Y Y
t Y
q q q q (for teY DS , 0
Yq I ), then run our NFPA based on this state 
sequence, let tbe the current state, for T t Y , we define: 
1 1
1
1 1
1
( ) ( , _ ( , ), )
( )
( ) ( , _ ( , ), )
t
Y Y Y Y
t
t T
t
Y Y Y Y
t
t T
Y q trans char q q q
T t Y
Y q trans char q q q
namely ( )t Y  indicates the probability of 
character string Ytq  appears in normal process, and ( )t Y  indicates the probability of character string 
Y
tq  
appears in anomaly process. For teY DS  and T t Y , the probability pair ( ( )t Y ( )t Y ) can be 
computed. So character string Ytq  can be mapped to a point in the square 
{( , ) | 0 1,0 1}  of the two-dimensional space ( , ). The mapping points of 
normal executing trace and anomaly executing trace on   is different, which can be described as the 
following four intuitive rules: 
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(1) When ( )t Y  is large and ( )t Y  is small, the process is normal with a high probability; 
(2) When ( )t Y  is large and ( )t Y  is small, the process is anomaly with a high probability; 
(3) When both ( )t Y  and ( )t Y  is large, the process is anomaly with a big probability, because 
there are many normal segment even in the executing trace of anomaly process; 
(4) When both ( )t Y  and ( )t Y  is small, the process is possibly anomaly, when ( )t Y  is very 
small, no matter what value ( )t Y  is, the process is anomaly with a high probability, which may indicate 
some unknown intrusion.  
So we can use linear discriminant function to separate the normal process and the anomaly process. 
Let vector [ , ]w w w , define the linear discriminant function as 
( ) [ ( ), ( )]Y Tt t tq w Y Y , 
then the intrusion detector of executing trace Y  can be defined as 
, ( )
( )  
, ( )
Y
tY
t Y
t
q
f q
q
  ( )T t Y , 
where is a constant and should be obtained by training. In other words, ( )Ytq  indicates there 
is something anomaly at time. When processing Y  the detector goes through 1Y T  states, so we 
have 1Y T  chances to detect anomaly, that is, this intrusion detection algorithm is an online 
algorithm. 
5. Experiments and Conclusions 
We use UNM date set [1] to test the performance of NFPA. This data set includes executing traces 
generated by six processes (MIT lpr, UNM lpr, named, xlock, login, ps). During the experiments, the first 
60% of the normal data and the first 60% of the anomaly data is used as training data to build an detector 
for every process based in NFPA. After training is completed, all the data is used as testing data set teDS  
to test the performance of our model. Two indexes are introduced to measure the detecting performance: 
false alarm rate  and MTFA  (Mean Time for First Alarm). For normal testing data set teDS  is 
defined as: 
( ) / ( 1)
te te
Y
t
Y DS Y DST t Y
f q Y T , 
the numerator of the above formula is the number of alarm on teDS , and denominator is the number of 
state in teDS . MTFA  is used to measure the timeliness of anomaly being detected. The detector 
processes characters in the executing trace Y  one by one to determine whether alarm or not, Let 
1( )alarm Y  indicate the number characters processed by the detector before the first alarm: 
1( ) min{ | ( ) 1}
Y
talarm Y t f q , 
then MTFA  of the anomaly detection data set teDS  can be defined as: 
1( ) /
1te
te
Y DS
alarm Y
MTFA DS
Y T
, 
Where teDS  indicates the number of executing traces in teDS . 
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There are two critical parameter in the NFPA model and must be determined by experiments, one is 
T  (the length of the state of NFPA), the other is  (the detection threshold). It can be seen that the 
number of state in NFPA is exponentially grow withT . If T  is too small the number of  NFPA state 
may be too small to reflect the relations between  system calls; If T  is too large, there may be too many 
states in NFPA and the complexity of the algorithm will increase greatly, moreover, too many states in 
NFPA may cause over-fitting of the training data set. In order to get the most suitable value of T we 
define ( )DS  as the abnormal degree of data set DS : 
( ) ( ) / ( 1)Yt
Y DS Y DST t Y
DS q Y T , 
since ( )Ytq  can be considered as the abnormal degree of character string
Y
tq , ( )DS  is the “normalized 
abnormal degree” of DS . If DS  is the anomaly training data set, a larger ( )DS  means a better trained 
model, if DS  is the normal training data set, a smaller ( )DS  means a better trained model. We adjust 
the value T until ( ) ( )tr trDS DS  is large enough, which means the model can distinct normal process 
from anomaly process. The relation between the value ( ) ( )tr trDS DS  and T of the six processes 
concerned is showed in Fig 1, it can be seen that when T=6, ( ) ( )tr trDS DS  of all processes increase 
obviously and when T=8, ( ) ( )tr trDS DS  of all processes almost remain at more than 1.0.  So we set 
T=8 in our experiments. 
 
Fig 1 Relation between ( ) ( )tr trDS DS and T 
After the parameter T  is determined, how to get a suitable value for  is another problem.  is the 
detecting threshold and can determine the sensitivity of the algorithm, a small  means a low MTFA  and 
a high , while a large  means a high MTFA  and a low . A good detection model should have a low 
 and a low MTFA  at the same time. We can adjust  to balance MTFA  and . A type of ROC curve 
is defined to reflect the experiment results. For the testing data of every process, let  be x axis and be 
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MTFA  y axis, by adjusting the value of  we can get a series of points ( , )MTFA , which form the ROC 
curve of the current process. Experiment results show that for the six processes (MIT lpr UNM lpr
named xlock login ps), our NFPA algorithm can get considerable low value of  and MTFA . 
 
Fig2 Detecting performance of  NFPA (Average ROC curve of MIT lpr UNM lpr named xlock login ps) 
The average ROC curve of our six processes is shown in Fig 2. We can see that for the six processes, 
our NFPA algorithm have low false alarm rate and low MTFA  (It should be noticed that MTFA  is not 
only concerned with the detecting algorithm but also concerned with the position of intrusions in the 
process executing trace).The advantages of our NFPA detecting algorithm can be summed up as: 
Firstly, information in the system call sequences of normal processes and anomaly processes are 
integrated. The algorithm uses behavior character of both normal processes and anomaly processes to 
exactly pick out intrusions, and increase detecting rate and MTFA . Secondly, the algorithm is relatively 
simple and suitable for online detection. Detection on every character string only need 2T multiplications 
to get ( )t Y  and ( )t Y , the time complexity of detection on the whole executing trace is (2 )O T Y . 
Thirdly, there is only one structural parameter on our model (that isT ), the topological relation between 
states and the transition probability functions both can be obtained by training, in other words, almost no 
priori-knowledge of the objective process is needed in the whole model. 
It should be pointed out that after mapping the character string of a process to a point in the two-
dimensional space ( , ), the linear discriminant function is used in the detecting algorithm with a 
assumption that the mapping point of normal process and anomaly process is discriminant distinguished, 
although many experiment results support this assumption, in order to increase detecting performance 
no-linear discriminant function may also be considered. 
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